Engineering & Operations
Methods for the Advanced
Lithium Ion Battery Industry
Exclusive Courses for the 21st Century!
Statistical Process Control for Advanced
Battery Operations
Electrode Formulation & Coating Technology
Design of Experiments Customized for Advanced
Battery Technologies
Process Capability, Finance & Economics
Six Sigma & Lean Six Sigma Methods for
Advanced Battery Organizations

“The best way to predict your future
is to create it.”

Mission Statement
Promote the operational and financial success of our
client-partners through the application of Advanced
Methods, Strategic Integration of Efforts and
Organizational Development.
Working with Innovation Associates
Three working relationship options often provide the most common structures our clients prefer. Each
approach is sharply focused by a joint statement of specific goals and program deliverables to be
achieved. Your goals may be specified on a project, program, departmental, divisional or organization
wide basis.
A. Organizational Development
Innovation Associates provides a wide range of training in Statistical Process Control, Design of
Experiments and 21st Century Quality methods ranging from Introductory Principles to the application
of Advanced Methods. Each module is customizable to staff background and skills requirements. Course
delivery may be presented at your site or at our local training facilities.
B. Consulting Services
Opportunities that are particularly challenging or critical to key objectives may require expertise beyond
current staff capability. Also, additional expert resources may be necessary during peak activity periods
or for defined phases of programs. The full time staffing of very specialized skill sets for periodic or
cyclical demands is often hard to accomplish and very costly if such specialized expertise can even be
found. In each situation Innovation Associates may contribute special knowledge, expertise and
experience and work in conjunction with your existing organization to fill this demand.
C. Combined Consulting Services and Organizational Development
The combination of Organization Development and Consulting support frequently delivers the highest
value to Clients. Integrate your key projects with the analysis from our Consulting Services into courses
and accelerate the achievement of critical milestones. The approach promotes rapid operational and
fiscal results while promoting a culture of systematic innovation.

Consulting Services













Design & Implementation of SPC Programs
Process Capability & Financial Analysis
Design of Experiments - Introductory to Advanced
Formulation & Coating Technology
Process Equipment Design, Analysis & Optimization
Quality Improvement Using Process Simulation
Sources of Variability Studies
Modeling Capacity with Discrete Events Simulation
Increased Efficiency - Value Stream Management
Measurement Systems Analysis
Lean Six Sigma Implementation
And more…………..execution to your goals!
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Innovation Associates Exclusive Courses

For Lithium Ion R & D and Manufacturing Technology
Investing in the people in your organization directly supports your strategic goals at
the operational level, demonstrates the value and respect you place your staff and will be
realized many fold in increased fiscal performance.

Statistical Process Control Curriculum
Introduction to Quality for Production Operators & Technicians
Quality Principles & Data Collection in Manufacturing and R & D

Page 6

Process Capability Curriculum
Introduction to Control Chart Methods

Page 7

Control Charts For Electrode & Cell Assembly Operations

Page 7

Advanced Control Charts For Battery Technology

Page 8

Measurement Systems Analysis

Page 8

Process Capability Curriculum
Introduction to Process Capability Principles

Page 10

Process Capability Applications in the Battery Industry

Page 10

Advanced Process Capability in the Battery Industry

Page 11

Process Capability, Finance & Economics

Page 11

Design of Experiments Curriculum
Foundational Statistics for Experimental Design and Analysis

Page 13

Comparative Methods & One-Way ANOVA

Page 13

Design of Experiments in Battery Applications I

Page 14

Design of Experiments in Battery Applications II

Page 14

Design of Experiments For Management

Page 15

Advanced DOE - System Modeling & Optimization

Page 16

Specialized DOEs for Battery Applications

Page 16

Electrode Formulation Design & Coating
Survey of Electrode Formulation & Coating Technology

Page 17

Electrode Modeling, Formulation & Design

Page 18

Six Sigma & Lean Six Sigma Programs
Six Sigma Yellow, Green & Black Belt Programs For Battery Organizations

Page 19

Lean Six Sigma For Battery Organizations

Page 20

Meet Your Consultant & Training Specialist

Page 21
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Training Curriculum Construction & Delivery
A World of Difference
“Generic” training programs in Quality systems and
Advanced Methods do not adequately address the
specialized needs of today’s competitive Global Battery
Industry. Your organization has unique requirements
and opportunities.
The curriculum and content for every training
module has been constructed by experts in state-ofthe-art Quality Systems, Six Sigma Methods,
Continuous Improvement plus a minimum of 25
years experience in Formulation, Coatings &
Advanced Battery Technologies.
Innovation Associates’ guiding motivation is to adapt state-of-the-art best practices to the world in
which you operate. All class exercises and case studies are from the world of Advanced Battery
Technologies.

Structured For Your Success
Every course is designed to make the commitment of your limited time worthy of your participation.
We strive for continuous improvement in our delivery and customization to your specific
organizational goals. We do this by living what we teach, continuous improvement by advanced
preparation combined with closed-loop Voice of the Customer feedback, your voice.

On Site Training Options
Conduct the training at your facilities. We deliver your expert instructor with the in-depth course
materials.



Cost-Effective - Save money and time by avoiding costly travel.
Customized Class Content - Integrate your actual operations data into examples and case
studies to assist staff in truly internalizing applications as well as make real progress on priority
projects and programs.

Off Site Training
Offered in your local area and in select locations throughout the United States and Canada. Class
size is limited to offer your professionals appropriate personal attention. Participants may bring a
laptop to class or computers can be supplied .

Integrated Software Training
Innovation Associates utilizes Minitab® software in all Public training classes. Alternative software
solutions can be integrated for private client courses if desired. Thirty day trial copies of the
Minitab® software are provided as part of the training materials. Students will learn how to utilize
the software while working specific industry class exercises and case studies with the instructor.

Required Capability For Today’s Professionals!
4
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Statistical Process Control in 21st Century
The Essence of SPC
Statistical Process Control is a philosophy, a
strategy, a set of tools and methods for the
continuous improvement of systems, processes
and outcomes. The SPC approach is based on
improvement as an organic component of an
organization’s culture, powered by factual data
with a foundation in the theory of variation.

Leverage Subject Matter Expertise
In every aspect of an Organization’s activities and culture the essential component is your
people and no system of techniques or collection of methods can substitute for dedicated,
knowledgeable professionals. There are very few opportunities to enhance their effectiveness,
while simultaneously increasing both employee and customer satisfaction - Statistical Process
Control is one of those opportunities.

Making Better Decisions
The methods are not just proven problem solving tools but also structure the process of
information gathering and application of sophisticated analysis tools. Create an environment
promoting fact based analysis and decision making by systematically removing noise from the
information you need for continuous improvement in performance and profitability.

Capability Supporting Strategy
Investing in the people in your organization directly supports your strategic goals at the
operational level and demonstrates the value and respect you place your staff. Inevitably the
results of proper implementation of SPC will result in continuous, increased organizational
and fiscal performance.

Preparing For Excellence
Organizations that excel are those that are
continually evolving with increased capabilities.
These capabilities are personified by knowledgeable
staff, versed in the fundamentals of the best
contemporary methods.
Learn how to apply these systems engineering tools,
specifically adapted by Innovation Associates
for Advanced Battery applications, to improve
your operational and fiscal results.

"Learning is not compulsory...neither is survival.
W. Edward Deming
5
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Quality Principles & Data Collection in Mfg and R&D
Initiate Your SPC & Development Programs With A Common Vision!
This course is very effective for initiating employee training programs,
orientation programs, or reinforcing common quality competencies throughout
multiple levels within your organization. It also functions an excellent
kickoff to new quality initiatives or as a catalyst in reinvigorating
existing programs.
The discussion is targeted to all levels of the organization and can be an
effective introduction to a management discussion with staff regarding
organizational leader’s specific quality vision, level of support and expectations
for the organization.

World Class Quality Principles & Tools





The various definitions and perspectives of “Quality” are presented
including why Quality may be seen differently by manufacturers,
customers and end users.
Directly relevant examples are presented which clarify and reinforce the
concepts of continuous improvement within high technology organizations.
Demonstrations of a cross section of the tools that are employed to systematically implement world-class
quality systems are presented and explained in the context of the broad scope of the organization.

Data Collection & Creating Information
No matter the sophistication of the system, access to accurate data in a timely manner is frequently one of the
biggest impediments to operational excellence. Learn the best approaches to transform raw data into strategic
information!
The more people understand their role, the more effective will be their collaboration and contribution.
Communicating the importance and contribution of frontline personnel to the success of the organization and
supporting the efforts with proper training and systems are demonstrated.
A broad view of the “system” is emphasized by presenting the inter-related dependencies of the various roles
within the organization. The awareness and visibility to these relationships. empower front-line personnel in
their contribution.

Content & Objectives







Beginning with the End in Mind
Basic Sampling Strategies
Data Types – Attribute and Continuous Variables
Structuring Data Input and Sample Identification
Information requirements in a Process Environment

Who Should Attend?
All who may benefit from an appreciation of modern methods of
operations analysis and have a vested interest in creating and
analyzing development and operations data including General
Management, Department Directors, Managers, Supervisors,
Financial Staff, Engineers, Scientists, Technicians, Operators
Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: None
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Introduction to
Control Chart Methods

Control Chart Methods
Electrode & Cell Assembly Operations

Learn how to separate noise from the information you need
to create a high performance organization. Important
statistical process control concepts are reviewed followed by
an introduction to the fundamental principles and
applications of Control Chart methods.

This module emphasizes the application of Control Charts
to electrochemical product manufacturing processes and
expands the depth of knowledge of topics presented in the
Introduction to Control Chart Methods course.

The application of Control Chart software is demonstrated
via electrode coatings and cell assembly examples. Students
will learn how to connect the principles of Control Charts
with the software tools that expedite their analysis.

Specifically you will learn how to characterize stability,
identify sources of unusual variation and how to use this
information to improve the quality, efficiency and yields in
electrode fabrication and cell assembly processes.
A foundational understanding of the principles of Control
Chart methodology is assumed but a brief review of basic
Control Chart principles is included. Expansion of the
depth of knowledge and applications are demonstrated
through the use of industry case studies.

Course Objectives





Topics

Course Objectives






Understanding SPC in the Battery Industry.
The use of Graphical methods in assessing the
Quantitative and Qualitative aspects of your data.
Understand Tests of Special Cause variation.
Selecting the proper Control Chart
Applying SPC software for Control Charts.

Topics









Adapting Control Chart methods to Electrode and Cell
Assembly applications.
Variable and Attribute Data in Battery Operations
Structuring Data Collection for Representative Data
Constructing and analyzing Control Charts for nonnormally distributed variable data.

Quantitative & Qualitative aspects of Data
Importance of “Operational Definitions”
The “Normal” Distribution and how it applies to
Control Chart methods.
Sampling Distributions and Sampling Error
Logic of Control Limits and Tests for Special Causes
Variable and Attribute Control Charts properties
Analyzing Process Stability
Assumptions in Control Chart Methods










Brief review of “Introductory” Concepts
Battery Variable Control Charts
Probability Basis of Special Cause Tests
Non Normal Distributions
Testing Normality and Data Distributions
“Transforming” Non Normal Data
Attribute Control Charts
General Sampling Methods and Sampling Methods
specific to Electrode and Cell Assembly Operations

Who Should Attend?

Personnel involved in continuous improvement efforts
including Process Engineers & Technicians, Quality
Engineers & Technicians, Operations Managers &
Supervisors. R & D and Design Engineering personnel will
benefit significantly as well.

Who Should Attend?
Personnel involved in continuous improvement efforts
including Process Engineers & Technicians, Quality
Engineers & Technicians, Operations Managers &
Supervisors. R & D and Design Engineering personnel will
benefit significantly as well.
Valuable for those with prior training in Control Chart
methods and want to brush up on the basic principles.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: None

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: Intro CC / Equivalent knowledge
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Measurement Systems Analysis
What Are You Really Measuring?

Advanced Control Chart Methods
Critical Adaptations For Batteries
Breakthroughs in performance many times require more
than the basic knowledge and tools. The application of more
powerful Control Chart tools can substantially increase the
impact of your efforts and net results. However, selection of
the most appropriate and optimal approach requires an in
depth knowledge of all the tools available to you.

Are the critical responses with which you manage your
operations telling you about your true performance or lost in
the noise of how information is measured? This is often the
most overlooked aspect of many operations and should be
a mandatory benchmarking analysis in all continuous
improvement programs.

Make sure you are prepared and recognize circumstances
that may require a more sophisticated knowledge of the
powerful methods which will drive value beyond that
available with “standard” practices.

Measurement Systems Analysis specifically examines the
nature and components of measurement system processes.
Participants will learn about the various studies that
quantify the extent of variation within measurement results
and where the sources of the variation originate.

Note that many concepts in this module have application to
a wide variety of SPC applications beyond Control Charts.

Course Objectives


Managing the development of new Control Charts




Applying Risk Based Control Chart Methods



The importance of Measurement System Analysis




Quantifying the sources of total variation





Quantify Measurement System Variation
Construct MSA Studies
Recommendations For Addressing Issues

Topics

Distinguishing Improvement vs. Stability

Transforming Non-normal distributions for SPC

Topics


Course Objectives








Basic concepts of a measurement system analysis
Analyzing variation error in measurement results
Performing a Repeatability & Reliability study
Graphical analysis of measurement results
Measurement scale contributions
Equipment capability and specification

Constructing new Control Charts – Phase I and Phase
II Transitions



Risk Based Control Charts - Managing the risk of Type
I and Type II errors



Distributions For Common Variable and Attribute
Control Charts




Transforming Non-Normal Data for SPC




Estimating Variance Components



Special Circumstance Control Charts

The Control Chart as an ANOVA
Sources of Variability Studies and Multi-Vari Charts

Who Should Attend?

All Quality Engineering, Process Engineering, Design
Engineering, R & D Staff, Operations Management and
Supervisory professionals desiring a greater mastery of the
most powerful concepts of Statistical Process Control in the
Advanced Battery Industry.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: CC Methods / Equivalent knowledge

Who Should Attend?

Process Engineers, Technicians, Lab Managers, Lab
Technicians, Quality Engineers, Technicians, R & D and
Design Engineers and Technicians. Maintenance personnel
and anyone involved in selecting and maintaining
measurement system processes and equipment.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: Intro CC / Equivalent knowledge
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Process Capability Principles & Applications
Are Our Processes Capable of Meeting Goals?
Seems like a simple question but the difficulty in arriving at an answer can be fraught with complexity.
Even the simplest processes may comprise large numbers of technical and operational aspects across the
breadth of your entire organizational structure.
The enemy of “perfect” outcomes is variation which pervades every system and process known to our
world. Since variation can never be totally eliminated, understanding it as well as controlling it is the
key to superior quality and excellence.
When you understand your capability outcomes become predictable, directly impacting financial and
operational performance by emphasizing management decision making with rock solid information.

Planning for Excellence
The power of Process Capability and Performance
tools and methods are their impressive strategic
value in continuous improvements and pathway to
excellence.

Can You Answer These 3
Questions?




What is the current process performance?
What should process capability targets be?
What improvement actions are necessary?

Capability & Performance Metrics Cross All Boundaries




Compare the capability and performance of alternative approaches for the same process.
Compare the capability and performance of different processes within my own organization.
Comparisons be made to similar processes in other Operations and Organizations?

Battery Industry Applications
Battery manufacturing systems are sequential, complex processes of a highly interdependent nature.




Determine your “overall” system performance and capability in cell performance and reliability.
Understand the difference between Process Capability and “Machine Capability” .
See how to create and analyze indices even when no process specifications exist!

Integrate This Power Into Your Organization!

9
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Introduction to
Process Capability

Process Capability in Battery
Industry Applications

What does it mean for a process to be “capable” and how is
this determined? How are Control Charts and Capability
Indices connected? What’s the difference between a
“Capability Index” and a “Performance Index?” How do
process specifications determine the proper index to use?
What if I don’t have process specifications?
This module deals with the fundamental principles in
the quantification of process capability, for both stable
and unstable processes. Learn how to apply multiple
indices simultaneously to both better understand your
processes and where to focus your efforts.

Course Objectives










Understanding Data Types —Variable and Attribute
Basic Structure of Process Capability Indices
Strengths and Weaknesses of Capability Analysis
What is a desirable Index value and why.
Defining Capability for Variable & Attribute Data
Basic Assumptions in Capability Indices
Capability Indices vs. Performance Indices
Selecting the Proper Target Index
What actions should I take based upon my Index values?

Topics








Origin and Historical Perspective of Capability
Relationship of Control Charts & Capability Indices
Variable and Attribute Data in Capability Analysis
Using Multiple Capability Indices Together
Important Assumptions in Capability Analyses
Indices for Stable and Unstable Processes
Target Values for Capability Indices

We begin with a brief review of the fundamentals of Process
Indices and their relationship to Control Charts. We then
show how to adapt these powerful methods to electrode and
cell assembly operations.
You will learn how to refine the estimates of Process
Capability metrics to reflect actual operating results and
target improvement efforts.
Important decisions are made in SPC regarding the
definition of “rational subgroups”, determining the sampling
frequency and proper sample sizes. Learn how to apply your
process expertise in making these choices.
Frequently electrode and assembly process parameters do
not exhibit the Normal, Bell-shaped curve behavior. Learn
how to identify the best non-normal distribution model and
obtain the appropriate Process Capability metric.

Course Objectives







Review Fundamentals of Indices & Control Charts
Refining Index Estimates to Reflect True Operating
Conditions
Understanding the Impact of Sampling Plans
Non Normal Distributions
Translating Index Metrics to Real World Terms
Strategic Planning with Indices.

Topics







Indices as Random Variables
Sampling Plans and Defining Rational Subgroups
Transforming Non Normal Distributions for Capability
Analysis
Capability and Six Sigma Concepts
Using Multiple Indices for Strategic Planning
Process Capability vs. Machine Capability

Who Should Attend?

Who Should Attend?

Personnel involved in continuous improvement efforts
including Process Engineers & Technicians, Quality
Engineers & Technicians, Operations Managers &
Supervisors. R & D and Design Engineering personnel will
benefit significantly as well.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: Intro to CC / Equivalent knowledge

Personnel involved in continuous improvement efforts
including Process Engineers & Technicians, Quality
Engineers & Technicians, Operations Managers &
Supervisors. R & D and Design Engineering personnel will
benefit significantly as well.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: Intro to PC / Equivalent knowledge
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Process Capability, Finance
& Economics

Advanced Process Capability In
the Battery Industry

Understanding that operations are a system of processes
creates a different perspective and requires additional tools
in Capability Analysis. In many cases, this global view of the
organization may be all that matters to your customers.
Additionally, conflicts may arise in reconciling your
specifications and the analysis of your process and product
performance to customer expectations and end use
requirements.
Learn how to recognize these situations and how to deal with
them through the application of more sophisticated tools.
This knowledge can make all the difference in your overall
organizational performance as well as your career
development. Make sure you are prepared!

Course Objectives


Emphasizing Target Values




Dealing with systems of Capability Indices



Understanding “Between” vs. “Within” variation




How to validate a process with Capability Indices

Characterizing Capability with no Specifications

Introduction to Financial aspects of Capability Analysis

“The Business Side” of Process Capability
This course helps you create a quality
vision that mutually complements both
quality and business objectives.
Understand the relationships and
integration of operational and fiscal
performance.
Promote integrated
communication, understanding and
respect for functions that suffer from
the “silo” mentality.
Functional
separation can be can be broken down
and integrated for results unavailable
in traditional organizational
relationships.

Course Objectives


Develop an integrated view of Operational Metrics and
Fiscal results.



Creating Economic Opportunity Models Based on
Process Capability Indices



Increase cost awareness for Operations, Process and
Quality Management

Topics



Improve communication and teamwork across the



Characterizing Capability with Cpm




Machine Capability vs. Process Capability
Hypothesis Testing with Indices

Topics



Sources of Variability Studies



Process Capability Basics for Financial Management




Systems of Capability Indices



Strategic Use of Capability & Performance Indices

“Boundary” Options in Specification limits

Prioritizing Fiscal Opportunities



Specification values and Transformations issues






Economic Loss Functions and Capability Indices

Who Should Attend?
Quality Professionals, Process Engineers, Design Engineers,
Operations Management and Supervisory Professionals
desiring a greater mastery of the most powerful concepts of
Statistical Process Control in the Advanced Battery Industry.
R & D and Design Engineering personnel will benefit
significantly as well.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: PC / Equivalent knowledge

Organizational structure

Capital budgeting via Capability & Performance Indices

Who Should Attend?
General Management, Senior /Mid-level Financial and
Accounting professionals, all levels of Operations
Management, Product Design and R & D Management,
Quality Managers, Process and Quality Engineers.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: None
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Design of Experiments - Introductory to Advanced Methods
Do You Have A Sustainable Competitive Advantage?
Design of Experiments (DOE) is an essential tool for studying
and optimizing complex systems and employs highly flexible
strategies for determining cause and effect relationships.

“Experience does not ever err, it is only your
judgment that errs in promising itself results,
which are not caused by your experiments.”
Leonardo Di Vinci
This portfolio of methods has proven time and again to be a key
component of the successful organization.
The return on
investment can be enormous, particularly for challenging goals
where it is necessary to meet multiple, competing specifications.

Organizational Excellence
True excellence as a leader or technical professional is never realized without the ability to
extract the critical information from the vast amount of data available to you. Your goal is not to
become a statistician or create an organization of statisticians but rather foster a culture of
excellence in decision-making, developing better managers, engineers, scientists and leaders.

Objective Information
DOE is a data driven decision making tool, the great advantage of which is that the data is designed
to be objective. The structure of the your design and analysis is imperative to ensuring this fact.
Experimental design represent an active intervention into a process, product design or the
interaction between process and product design. The popularity of DOE is due to the tremendous
power and efficiency it puts in the hands of the knowledgeable individual.

Innovation Associates & Advanced Batteries
The “generic methods” of DOE training leave a significant
gap between what’s presented and what is typically
required in real-world applications encountered in the
Battery Industry.
Innovation Associate’s training modules in Design of
Experiments methodologies are customized for Advanced
Battery Technologies.

As an option, actual company projects may be integrated into any of the courses. This option offers the
additional benefit immediately applying powerful tools to priority projects while reinforcing training.
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Comparative Methods
and One-Way ANOVA

Foundational Statistics for
Experimental Design & Analysis
Data is typically collected to learn more about processes or
populations that are of interest to us. This data is typically
in the form of a sample due to economic or time constraints
and we wish to infer some properties that allow us to better
understand the population of interest from this sample.

We are constantly faced with choosing between two or more
alternatives. Whether it be a choice of differing process
methods, material selections, equipment purchases or even
competing product designs, we must make the best
decisions possible to compete and survive.

Learn how to utilize the basic tools and concepts of
fundamental statistics while preparing yourself to expand
your capability and knowledge for furthering your
contribution to your organization and enhancing your
career development.

Make the most informed and objective decision possible by
learning which Comparative Method to employ and what
confidence level your data provides in assisting you.

We always encourage people to first become comfortable
with the basic tools and concepts of SPC before tackling
Experimental Design. However, for those who may have
immediate applications and wish to move quickly to
Comparative Methods and DOE, we have concisely
summarized key concepts, tools and principles in creating
“Foundational Statistics ”.

Course Objectives



Discerning between Variable and Attribute data



Become familiar with various Graphical tools




Understand Normal Distributions and their use

Appreciate Central Tendency and Variation

How Confidence Intervals characterize uncertainty

Topics


Variable and Attribute data




Descriptive Statistics



The Normal Distribution



Basic concepts of Confidence Intervals

Understanding ANOVA is also essential in creating the
foundation for simple and advanced Factorial Experimental
Designs. We make clear, in simple and concise terms, what
ANOVA is and how its may be employed to assist you in
making your best selection.

Course Objectives




Understand the various Comparative Methods
available to you and their proper applications.
Comparing Confidence Intervals and Hypothesis
Testing approaches in the decision making process.
Demystifying ANOVA principles and applications in
DOE analyses.

Topics

Graphical views of data sets

Who Should Attend?
Personnel who have had some exposure to foundational
statistical tools and concepts, or those who wish to brush
up on these topics before diving into Design of Experiments
training.
Personnel involved in continuous improvement efforts and
are planning to implement DOE methodology, including
Process Engineers and Managers, Technicians, Production
Management, Quality team leaders/facilitators, Quality
Engineers and Technicians, R & D Engineers, Scientists
and Technicians.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: None

Furthermore, many situations don’t present you with an
“either-or” decision and you may be presented with more
than two alternatives. Being able to properly apply OneWay ANOVA is a powerful tool when confronted with the
choice of greater than two possible directions.











One-Sample to a Standard (Z and t test)
Two-Sample t test
Paired t test
Basics of Hypothesis Testing
Confidence Intervals vs. Hypothesis Tests
Comparative Methods for Attribute data
Understanding ANOVA and the F test
Post ANOVA Multiple Comparison Methods
Effect Estimates for Factor Levels in ANOVA

Who Should Attend?
Personnel involved in continuous improvement efforts and
are planning to implement DOE methodology, including
Process Engineers and Managers, Technicians, Production
Management, Quality team leaders/facilitators, Quality
Engineers and Technicians, R & D Engineers, Scientists
and Technicians.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: F. Stats / Equivalent knowledge
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Design of Experiments
in Battery Applications II

Design of Experiments
in Battery Applications I
Design of Experiments is a planned approach for
determining cause and effect relationships and interactions
between variables in Battery technology are very common.
Only Factorial DOE methods allow you to identify, model
and control these critical interactions.
The major emphasis in this first DOE course is placed on
how to design, execute and analyze Two-Level Full
Factorial designs, focusing on the analysis of Main Factor
and multiple Factor Interactions.
We begin with the most elementary of all such designs, the
Two-Factor Factorial at two levels, to introduce the
fundamentals. The curriculum then expands to greater
than two Factors to cover the principles of more general
Factorial Designs and applications. In all cases we utilize
real-world Battery Design, Manufacturing and
Quality examples .
The application of software tools are necessary to execute
DOE studies and course participants will work along with
the instructor utilizing their own trial software copies and
computers to become familiar with the process of setting up
and analyzing a variety of Experimental Designs.

Course Objectives




Learn the fundamentals of Factorial DOEs
Identify significant Factors and Interactions
Evaluate Model assumptions

Topics







Two Level Factorials
Randomization, Replication & Repetition in DOE
Main Effects and Interactions
Probability Plots
Coded versus Non-Coded models
Residuals Analysis

Do you ever need to study many factors quickly but time
and cost constraints make it impossible to look at all
combinations? In this common situation, a more
sophisticated category of DOE methods are required.
Fractional Factorials are one such category of DOE where
you may study only a subset of all possible combinations
but gain the maximum amount of information. Learn how
to combine your Subject Matter Expertise with a knowledge
of extremely efficient Experimental Designs to address.
Creating this powerful synergy of knowledge is the
focus of this course.
The curriculum begins with a very brief review of the
principles presented in “Design of Experiment I” and then
introduces a portfolio of more advanced tools which expand
the power and depth of knowledge of Experimental
Methods. Once again great practical value is gained by
utilizing Battery Industry case studies and the DOEs
are constructed and analyzed with the necessary software.

Course Objectives



Understand Fractional Factorials concepts



Options for Sequential Experimentation

Analyzing “Alias” structures & confounding

Topics


Saturated Factorial Designs



Fundamentals of Fractional Factorial DOEs




Design Resolution concepts and applications



“De-aliasing” confounded Effects




Sequential Experimentation Strategies

Blocking in Minimal Run Experiments

Design Projection & Fold over techniques

Who Should Attend?

Who Should Attend?

Personnel involved in continuous improvement efforts and
new product development programs including Process
Engineers, Technicians, Production Supervisors &
Managers, Quality team leaders/facilitators, Quality
Engineers and Technicians, Product Engineers, R & D
professionals.

Personnel involved in continuous improvement efforts and
new product development programs including Process
Engineers, Technicians, Production Supervisors &
Managers, Quality team leaders/facilitators, Quality
Engineers and Technicians, Product Engineers, R & D
professionals.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: CM / Equivalent knowledge

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: DOE I / Equivalent knowledge
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Design of Experiments For Management

Highly Recommended For Management Professionals in the 21st Century!
Turbo-charge Your Organization & Career!
You are a busy professional with diverse demands on your
time and are actively leading a Staff, Department,
Organization, or Business Unit focused on attaining very
aggressive goals. Your time is a scarce resource.

We Get It!
The course is designed to provide powerful, new insights and
capabilities with the minimal consumption of your time.
The content is derived from our own decades of experiences
in management at the
Departmental, Director, Vice
President, General Manager & Board of Directors level.

It’s about Strategy, Leadership, Economics & Competitive Advantage - Not Statistics
It is not necessary to understand the statistical aspects and nuances of Experimental Design, in fact none
of these aspects are included in the course content. What it is tremendously important to understand are:





What questions should be asked and answered before resources are approved?
How does the DOE approach being proposed align with your ultimate management goals?
Do project and program DOE proposals meet your timing and budgetary constraints?
What are the key results projected from effort and what conclusions are to be presented?

Understanding Design of Experiments adds a new leadership capability, a powerful tool
in addressing challenging goals and creates an additional source of staff respect.
Your staff will greatly appreciate being able to converse with you on these topics, will feel more integrated
into the goals of the organization and this capability adds to the respect for you as a leader. Beyond these
important points we also appreciate that at the end of the day you are responsible for achieving results.
Course Objectives





Appreciation of Strategic Power and Competitive Advantages of DOE
Ability to Communicate with Staff on Approaches and Strategies of Implementing DOE
Integrate Management Decision Criteria into Experimental Designs Parameters
Translate DOE Choices into Financial & Economic Terms in order to Select Best Approach

Topics





Appreciating the Organizational and Market Power of Design of Experiments
Strategic Aspects of Sequential Experimentation
Structuring DOEs for Management Decisions
Characterizing Alternative DOE Approaches in Terms of Financial & Schedule Criteria

Who Should Attend?
Managers, Directors, Vice Presidents, COOs, CEOs who have leadership responsibility for departmental,
divisional or overall organizational performance with operational or fiscal responsibility. Anyone in
leadership position currently or planning to execute to challenging goals employing powerful systems tools.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: None

Especially beneficial for Management of Staff currently being
trained in DOE methods or already possessing DOE capability.
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Advanced DOE Methods
System Modeling & Optimization
Less powerful approaches may require less resource but
will not return the complete knowledge of complex systems.
In situations where your success or failure lies in
completely understanding complex relationship
the
dictate cost and performance relationships, less
sophisticated tools won’t suffice.
The information generated by Response Surface Methods
(RSM) arguably provides the most value to organizations
participating in technically sophisticated and highly
competitive markets.
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Specialized Design of Experiments
for Battery Applications
This course is not offered by any other
organization!
This module has been created to specifically address the
critical
gaps in “standardized” approaches to
Experimental Design which do not address the highly
specialized issues facing Advanced Battery Organizations.
The content is the result of decades of experience in both
the study of DOE and experience in the Battery Industry.
Few industries combine complex electrochemistry with
formulation design, mixing, coating and assembly processes
in the way the Battery industry must. To succeed it is
necessary to create an integrated knowledge base of the
individual contributions as well as the interactions of all of
these technologies as they relate to the final cell
performance, safety and reliability. This is only possible
through the application of Design of Experiments adapted
to the industry.

Course Objectives
Advanced DOE approaches such as Response Surface
Methods offer tools that lead to peak performance,
producing precise relationship models of the Key Factors
and Critical Responses related to your stated objectives.



Course Objectives








Understand the Strengths and Weaknesses of Factorial
approaches vs. Response Surface Methods
Become Familiar with “Family” of RSM Approaches
Recognize Best RSM approach for a given situation
Creating RSM Models and Methods to test adequacy



Topics


Topics













Review of Factorial Designs
Family of RSM Designs and their Applications
Regression in Response Surface Methods
Contour Plots
Optimizing Multiple Responses
Lack-of-Fit tests for Models
Evaluating Collinearity

Who Should Attend?

Learn how to optimize Factorial and Fractional
Factorial methods to specific Battery applications .
Integrate Electrode Formulation and Process Factors
into a single, efficient Experimental Design.
See how to add the economic aspects of DOE options
into your designs and analysis.



Analysis of where and why the standardized DOE are
poorly suited for Battery Industry applications so time
and resources are properly focused and utilized.
The adaptation of Factorial and Fractional Factorial
Designs to Cell Design and Manufacturing Technology.
“Split Plot” Designs for integrating Formulation and
Process Factors into a single DOE
The economic aspects in the selection of optimal DOEs
in Battery Technology operations.

Who Should Attend?

Process Engineers, R & D and Design Engineers and
Quality professionals desiring a greater mastery of the
more powerful concepts of Experimental Design & Analysis.

Process Engineers, R & D and Design Engineers and
Quality professionals requiring specialized approaches in
Experimental Design & Analysis in complex Product and
Process Design in the Advanced Battery Industry.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: DOE II / Equivalent knowledge

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: DOE II / Equivalent knowledge
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Survey of Electrode Formulation & Coating
Technology
Art, Science & Engineering
If you’re in the business you know what this heading is referring
to. Your “art” traverses the scientific and engineering disciplines
of Chemistry, Physics, Process Engineering, Equipment Design,
Operations Systems and more.
Certainly you and your
organization would like the best possible appreciation of the
fundamental principles underlying all these complex
interactions.

Rate Capability, Capacity, Cycle Life and Safety
These are the parameters of emphasis for Advanced Battery Systems and without exception, each
are the direct consequences of the Electrodes you design and produce. Given their overwhelming
importance, you simply cannot know enough about the factors that dictate them.

Course Objectives






Pros and Cons of Various Coating Technology Methods
Analyzing & Quantifying Sources of Variation in Coating Uniformity
Unique Statistical Process Control Aspects of Electrode Coatings
Understanding Time and Shear Dependent Properties of Coating Systems
Overview of Specialized DOE Methods for Electrode Formulations & Coatings

Topics
Comparison of Major Coating Application Technologies
 Sources of Variation in Electrode Coating Uniformity
 Rheological & Viscosity Principles of Electrochemical Formulations
 Basic Electrode Formulation Principles & Development Methods


Overview of Statistical Process Control Concepts in Electrode Fabrication
 Survey of Design of Experiments in Formulation and Coating Development


Who Should Attend?
Process Engineers, Quality Engineers, R & D Professionals, Product Design Engineers, Engineering
Department Managers & Directors, VPs of Technology, Managers & Supervisors of Electrode
Coating Operations, Process & Quality Technicians.
Note that this is a Survey Course of multiple topics and a series of dedicated courses on topics such as
Electrode Design & Mixture Experiments, Design of Experiments and Statistical Process Control in
Battery Applications are available.

Course Duration: 1 Day
Prerequisite: None
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Electrode Modeling, Formulation & Design
The Knowledge Creating Tomorrow’s
Technology!
Conceptually, how should the technologist approach electrode designs to
optimize cell performance? Which model best incorporates the key material
properties, their functionality and interactions with both one another and
process parameters? Is one approach superior to another and if so, why?
Can a single approach and methodology be uniformly applied to all cells
designs?
As we move from the concept phase to fabrication and
performance testing, what are the scientific and engineering tools
available?

Take Your Expertise To the Next Level!
This two day course delivers a comprehensive presentation of the critical Factors, Models and
Advanced Engineering Methods at the cutting edge of Developing and Manufacturing Electrode and
Cell Technologies for the 21st Century.

Topics - Day 1
Electrode Material Properties and Interactions
 Developing Models of Electrode Physics and Functionality


The Rheology and Viscosity of Electrochemical Formulations
 Designing Electrode Porosity using Formulation, Coating and Calendering Technologies


Topics - Day 2
Design of Experiments Concepts for Electrode Development and Manufacturing
 Experimental Design Model for Formulation, Process and Test Data Analyses


Integrated Scale Up Strategies in R &D, Pilot and Full Manufacturing Operations
 Concurrent Development of Electrode Formulations and Cell Fabrication Process Factors


Attend 1 Day or 2 Days
Each day’s curriculum is presented as a stand alone course but the two day sequence has been
constructed to deliver the most comprehensive knowledge of the subject matter.

Who Should Attend?
R & D Professionals, Product Design Engineers, Process Engineers, Quality Engineers, Engineering
Department Managers & Directors, VPs of Technology, Managers & Supervisors of Electrode
Fabrication Operations.

Course Duration: 1 or 2 Days
Prerequisite: None
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Complete Six Sigma Programs
Customized For the Advanced Battery Industry
Innovation Associates Specialized Six
Sigma For Batteries
In order to extend even greater power and capability to our
clients we have further expanded our special focus on the
Advanced Battery Industry by offering complete Six Sigma
training programs at the White, Yellow, Green and Black
Belt levels (certification available for Yellow, Green and Black).
Advanced Tool programs also available for Master Black Belts.

Short Comings of “Generic” Six Sigma Programs
There are two substantial deficiencies in all standardized Six Sigma training programs. The first is
attempting to combine a comprehensive education of the Six Sigma methodology with the complexity
of the statistical tools necessary for implementation. Secondly, you are left on your own to adapt the
tools and methodology to your own industry. This approach is the major cause of many project and
SS implementation failures. Innovation Associates Addresses These Deficiencies Head On!

Flexibility to Select the Exact Courses or The
Complete Program That Meets Your Need!
Not all organizations want to immediately implement complete Six
Sigma programs. Therefore in addition to offering our complete Six
Sigma Belt programs we also offer all Six Sigma Tool Courses
individually so you may customize and focus on your specific goals.
This provides our Clients with the greatest flexibility in time, cost
and strategic implementation.

How Do The Six Sigma Tool Courses Differ?
Each individual course is placed in the context of the Six Sigma DMAIC approach and the tools of
SPC and DOE are introduced in the phases of the Six Sigma process where they are most applicable
utilizing Battery Industry specific case studies to enhance your expertise.

On Site Training Options at Your Facility



Cost-Effective - Save money and time by avoiding costly travel.
Customized Class Content - Integrate your actual operations data into examples and case
studies to assist staff in truly internalizing applications.

Off Site Training
Offered in your local area and in select locations throughout the United States and Canada. Class size
is limited to offer your professionals appropriate personal attention. Participants may bring a laptop
to class or computers can be supplied .

Integrated Software Training
Innovation Associates utilizes Minitab® software in all Public Six Sigma training classes. Alternative
software solutions can be integrated for private client courses.

Contact Innovation Associates Today For Details of our Six Sigma
Consulting & Training Programs!
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Lean Six Sigma For The Battery Industry
Integrating Lean and Six Sigma
In addition to our Six Sigma programs, Innovation Associates
offers complete training programs for the White, Yellow, Green
and Black Belt levels in Lean Six Sigma (certification
available for Yellow, Green and Black levels).
Lean Six Sigma combines the best methods available for
simultaneously improving quality, efficiency, productivity and
cost in all areas of operations and has become the preferred
strategy to drive value and financial results across many sectors.
The fusion of Lean and Six Sigma provides a capability that justifies its gold standard status in
world class organizations. The combination of the two management philosophies is extremely
powerful because:



Lean cannot bring a process under statistical control.
Six Sigma alone cannot dramatically improve process speed or reduce invested capital.

Adapting Lean Principles For the Battery Industry
Battery operations have unique requirements when it comes to applying Lean concepts and there
are technical reasons for practices that run contrary to basic Lean principles. Our expertise in
battery technology and Lean Six Sigma tactics and implementation recognize these facts. For
example, we may require significant hold times for the electrolyte to fully penetrate the electrodes
and reach equilibrium or have extended “quarantine” periods for finished product in order to assess
the possible presence of slowly developing internal shorts. Innovation Associates has adapted these
types of requirements and strategies into the Lean Six Sigma training and implementation for our
industry.

How Do The Six Sigma & Lean Six Sigma Programs Differ?
At the most fundamental levels Lean focuses on eliminating non-value added activities while Six
Sigma focuses on increasing capability and decreasing variability. Lean Six Sigma contains an
expanded scope of topics and additional time for both review and integration is incorporated.

On Site Training Options at Your Facility



Cost-Effective - Save money and time by avoiding costly travel.
Customized Class Content - Integrate your actual operations data into examples and case
studies to assist staff in truly internalizing applications as well as make real progress on priority
projects and programs.

Off Site Training
Offered in your local area and in select locations throughout the United States and Canada. Class
size is limited to offer your professionals appropriate personal attention. Participants may bring a
laptop to class or computers can be supplied .

Integrated Software Training
Innovation Associates utilizes Minitab® software in all Public Lean Six Sigma training classes.
Alternative software solutions can be integrated for private client courses.

Contact Innovation Associates Today For Details of Our Lean Six
Sigma Consulting and Training Programs!
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Meet Your Consultant & Trainer

Eric R. Dix
MBA, Six Sigma Master Black Belt

Consultant and Training Specialist
With 25 years of experience in domestic and international Operations, in positions ranging from
Research Engineer to General Manager and Member of the Board of Directors, Eric has acquired
an in-depth operational knowledge of how to engage professional staff and adapt the most
powerful, cutting edge 21st Century methods to create a culture of continuous improvement.
In addition to leading the strategic efforts at the business management and technology level, Eric
spent extensive time and energy over a 20 year period enhancing the professional capabilities of
staff in his organizations around the world. He personally adapted advanced curricula and
delivered training in continuous improvement and advanced systems methodologies to literally
hundreds of Ph Ds, scientists, clinicians, engineers, technicians, quality professionals, operators
and managers in North America, UK, Europe and Taiwan.
“Solving problems is not about memorizing methods or regurgitating content but about
learning how to think in the context of your situation and using your experience, skills
and judgment to continuously strive for excellence.”

Energized By Growth
People thrive in an environment founded on professional development and continuous growth. It
is a culture of growth as human beings that separate the finest organizations from the rest of the
pack. At the end of the day, your organization is your people. Whether from an employee,
patient, client, investor or customer perspective, your outcomes, growth and customer
satisfaction are always superior by investing in your people.
"The most powerful tool you can provide any professional is the ability to leverage their
individual experiences and expertise to make a difference in both their contribution to
their organization as well as enhance the trajectory of their own career path.”
Eric received his MBA from Santa Clara University, performed his undergraduate studies in
Chemical Engineering and Chemistry at Iowa State and University of Northern Iowa
respectively and has completed his Six Sigma Black Belt certification at Motorola University plus
advanced courses in Design For Six Sigma. He also holds 5 U.S. patents in Advanced Battery
technologies.

“The best way to predict your future is to create it.”
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“The best way to predict
your future is to create it.”

Advanced Training & Consulting

7749 Delmar Blvd Suite 1
Saint Louis, MO 63130
email: eric.dix@innoassoc.com
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